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PART 1

Introduction to Dell EMC SRM

Chapter 1, "Concepts "

Chapter 2, "Getting started"

Chapter 3, "Reporting Features and User Customizations "
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CHAPTER 1

Concepts

The following topics provide a brief introduction to Dell EMC SRM.

l Dell EMC SRM....................................................................................................14
l Dell EMC M&R framework .................................................................................14
l SolutionPacks and Report Library.......................................................................14
l Global reports .................................................................................................... 15
l Configuration items and home reports................................................................16
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Dell EMC SRM
Dell EMC SRM provides a multi-vendor view into an enterprise storage infrastructure.
Dell EMC SRM helps storage administrators to visualize the infrastructure, optimize
capacity, and manage devices.

The Dell EMC SRM Console provides a single view of all devices in the storage
infrastructure. One user interface provides access to reports that show the following
types of information about storage, devices, and network:

l Various dashboards and exploratory detail reports show enterprise-wide storage
capacity, used capacity, and available capacity.

l Summary-level dashboards are linked to progressively more detailed reports about
arrays. Additional detailed reports show storage system, fabric, and switch details.

l Chargeback reports show the storage costs by service levels, with configuration
options to create chargeback reports for groups of devices individual customers or
business units use.

l Consolidated alerting shows all alerts in the storage infrastructure on one report,
with abilities to float critical alerts or critical devices to the top of the list.

l Topology views show relationships between components and are linked to
component details.

l Summary level health reports draw attention to developing problems and link to
progressively more detailed health reports for individual devices.

l A set of compliance policies and reports shows compliance or non-compliance to
storage best practices and business policies.

Dell EMC M&R framework
Dell EMC SRM uses the Dell EMC M&R framework.

Dell EMC M&R is core-embedded software technology that is common across several
Dell EMC products, including Dell EMC SRM. By using common technology, Dell EMC
provides customers with a consistent look, feel, and experience as they use these
products together to manage their data center. It also simplifies deployment, ongoing
maintenance, and resource utilization.

The Dell EMC M&R framework (formerly known as Watch4net) provides the core
modules for an out-of-the-box monitoring and reporting solution that can be
customized and scaled based on the environment and performance requirements. The
platform is enhanced and customized with SolutionPacks that support a wide variety
of Dell EMC and third-party devices, hosts, and networks.

Dell EMC M&R provides two interfaces:

l The User Interface, or Console, provides robust report browsing, scheduling,
editing, and report customization features.

l The Administration interface provides access to configuration, system
environment, and installation features.

SolutionPacks and Report Library
A SolutionPack provides asset-specific support to Dell EMC SRM.

A SolutionPack is an installable application into the Dell EMC M&R framework that
provides data collection, reporting capabilities, alerting, and compliance rules for a

Concepts
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specific entity in a storage infrastructure. SolutionPacks are available that support Dell
EMC storage systems along with many common third-party storage infrastructure
components. Organizations purchase licenses to provide visibility into only those
assets that exist in its installed infrastructure.

SolutionPacks discover and collect data on hosts, hypervisors, switches, Dell EMC
storage devices, and many third-party storage devices. The SolutionPacks provide in-
depth reporting for the individual objects.

After a SolutionPack is installed, its reports are available in the Report Library node in
the User Interface. Here are some possible nodes in the Report Library. Each asset-
specific node contains many predefined reports to support the asset type.

Figure 1 Example SolutionPack nodes in Report Library

Global reports
Global reports are based on metrics that the asset-specific SolutionPacks collects.

Dell EMC SRM generates a large set of global reports showing the health, capacity,
and enterprise-wide details of the entire storage infrastructure.

Global dashboards and reports roll up data from the SolutionPacks into holistic views.
It reports end-to-end topology views, path details, capacity reports, integrated
alerting dashboards, and detailed exploratory reports on arrays, LUNs, file systems,
object namespaces, and so on. Most of the available SolutionPack data is rolled up into

Concepts
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the global reports and dashboards, although not all are included. As Dell EMC
normalizes the SolutionPack data, Dell EMC continues to add data from those
SolutionPacks to the global reports and dashboard views.

Here is a global report showing storage capacity summaries from many array types.
You can go to specific storage system reports using the links in the Array column.
Figure 2 Global report example

Configuration items and home reports
A configuration item (CI) is an asset or resource that Dell EMC SRM is monitoring.
Each CI has a home report.

Dell EMC SRM collects information from hosts, servers, storage systems, switches,
fabrics, and other types of resources. Configuration item is a general term for any
asset that Dell EMC SRM is monitoring.

Each CI has a home report page, which is the starting point for viewing information
about the CI. For example, here is a home report for a VMAX system.

Figure 3 CI home report example

There are multiple tabs and varied opportunities for information gathering from the
home report.

Concepts
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You can access home report using the links in the other reports, or access it directly
using the Report Library node.

Concepts
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CHAPTER 2

Getting started

The following topics get you started with the user interface.

l Log in and explore the Dell EMC SRM Console.................................................. 20
l Quick access to important infrastructure alert details........................................ 21
l User Interface menu options.............................................................................. 24
l Report headers.................................................................................................. 25
l Filtering a report using group filters................................................................... 26
l Top-level nodes..................................................................................................28
l Report Library categories...................................................................................29
l Make icon navigation column static................................................................... 30
l Set email, password, and preferences................................................................ 31
l Get more information ........................................................................................ 32
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Log in and explore the Dell EMC SRM Console
A single web portal application provides access to all user and administrative features
of Dell EMC SRM.

Procedure

1. In a web browser, go to the following URL:

http://<ViPR_SRM_frontend_server_name>:58443/APG

Obtain the front end server name from the system administrator.

2. On the login screen, type the valid Dell EMC SRM username and password, and
click Sign In.

Note

Obtain the username and initial password from the system administrator. You
can change the password after logging in the first time.

The default Home report opens.

Note

The out-of-the-box default report is the Alerting Dashboard, which is shown in
the next section. The system administrator might have configured a different
report that opens on login.

3. To explore reports in the User Interface, make selections in the navigation
column.

Getting started
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Quick access to important infrastructure alert details
The Dell EMC SRM Home page provides a quick overview of serious infrastructure
problems and provides quick access to more details.

The Home page is the default landing page after logging in. The four item reports on
the page indicate serious problems in the infrastructure, in the following categories:

l Storage Systems: How many Storage Systems are experiencing hardware failures
or critical alerts?

l Fabric Switches: How many Fabric Switches are experiencing hardware failures or
critical alerts?

l Hosts: How many Hosts are experiencing hardware failures or critical alerts?

l SRM Components: How many SRM Components are experiencing critical or major
alerts?

From any of these items, you can quickly drill into the supporting details, and then to
the details of an individual alert.

Getting started
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Procedure

1. In the left navigation bar, click Home.

The following details appear in each item report:

Link

Jumps to a pre-filtered All Alerts report. For Storage Systems, Fabric
Switches, and Hosts, the All Alerts report is filtered to show all critical
alerts and any other alerts that are related to hardware failures for the
category type. For SRM Components, the All Alerts report is filtered to
show all critical and major alerts for SRM components.

Pie chart

Shows the percentage of components in the category with serious
problems. In the example, 50% of SRM Components are experiencing
problems.

Red number in middle of pie chart

Shows the number of components in the category with serious problems.
There can be many reported alerts, all related to the same issue on a single
component. In the example, two SRM Components are experiencing
problems, with 10 alerts reported.

Out of x

Indicates the total number of components in the category. In the example,
two out of four SRM Components are experiencing critical or major alerts.
Likewise, there are 0 out of 11 Fabric Switches experiencing hardware
failures or critical alerts.

Category

Identifies the type of component: Storage Systems, Fabric Switches,
Hosts, or SRM Components.

Last two lines

Shows the count of alerts that appear in the linked All Alerts report. In the
example, the filtered All Alerts report for Storage Systems shows four
alerts that are related to hardware failures. The red number 1 indicates that
all four of those alerts are associated with the same storage system.

2. To view details about the alerts in one of the categories, click the link at the top
of the item.

Getting started
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The All Alerts report with filters appears.

3. To view complete details on a single alert, click that alert row.

The Alert Details report for the specified alert appears.

Getting started
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User Interface menu options
The User Interface contains a set of menu options in the upper right corner of every
report page.

 Quick Search

Searches a predefined set of database properties for a requested value.

 Administration

Contains links to administrative interfaces:

l Administration—Opens the Administration interface.

l Advanced Search—Opens the Advanced Search dialog box.

 Help

Contains options for more information:

l Documentation—Opens the product Help topics.

l About—Information about the current software versions and licensing
messages.

 Profile

Contains Information and options for the current login session:

l Shows the username of the logged in user.

l Shows the role of the user.

l User Settings—Displays the User Settings page, where you can set user-
specific information, including a password change and user preferences, and
manage custom reports.

l Log Out—Ends the current session.

Getting started
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 Modifications

Contains options for changing or creating report definitions:

l New Dashboard.

l Edit Dashboard.

l Publish Dashboard.

l Delete Dashboard.

l Save Dashboard As.

l Advanced Search.

l Edit Reports.

 Export

Contains output formats for saving the currently displayed report. To configure
the output, click the Tool icon next to a format.

 Tools

Contains options for saving, sending, storing, and scheduling automatic runs of a
report.

l Revert to Default Report

l Exculde Time Period

l Favorite this Report

l Schedule this Report

l E-mail me this Report

l View in Full Page

l Print-Friendly page

l Show Report URL

l Store this Report

Report headers
The title area of a report contains useful tools, links, and information.

Table 1 Report headers

Line Short
Descripti
on

Explanation

1 Breadcrum
b line

Shows the report path of the current report. Some components in the
path are active links.

2 Report title Shows the last two components of the report path.

Getting started
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Table 1 Report headers (continued)

Line Short
Descripti
on

Explanation

3 Date/time
span

Shows the date and time span being reported on, followed by the date/
time settings that control the time span. Default date/time settings are
specified in the report definition. You can change the settings for the

user session on the Display  menu.

The column headers in table reports also provide useful tools and information.

Table 2 Tools and information

Tool Explanation

Filters the report by the values in the column.

Indicates that the report is sorted by column. Indicates whether the sort
order. To perform a sort by column contents, click the header. Click the
header again to reverse the sort.

Tooltip Hover the cursor over a column heading to show a column description.

You can customize this description in Modifications > Edit Reports.

Filtering a report using group filters
Group filters appear across the top of the report. They present a dialog box of check
boxes that let you select multiple values to filter on.

The dialog box lists only the values that are relevant to the current report. The list
reflects values that are found in the database and is further limited by the report filter
in the report definition. For example, the following filter on the Platform property lists
only the platforms that are being monitored at the installation and are relevant to the
report definition:

Getting started
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Note the following information about group filters:

l If there are no values in a filter dialog box, the installation is not populating that
property or no values apply to the current report.

l In a table report, the values that appear in a group filter dialog box are not limited
by column filters that might be in effect on the table. For example, a Situations to
Watch report might contain a column filter that eliminates rows that are based on
values in that column. In that way, a Situations to Watch report typically contains
just a few rows. The group filter dialog box, however, continues to list all values
relevant to the entire report, not just to the displayed rows.

l A group filter can be defined for any database property using features in EDIT
MODE.

n When a group filter is defined on a data enrichment property that is maintained
in the Administration > Centralized Management > Groups Management
module, the values in the dialog box are the group names as defined under
Groups Management. Some groups have predefined names. Other groups
define a Default group, and expect each installation to create additional groups.

n When a group filter is defined on a collected property, the values in the dialog
box are the property values from the database.

Use the following procedure to set group filter values.

Procedure

1. Click the icon for a group filter.

A dialog box of values appears.

2. Select one or more values to include in the report, and click Apply.

The icon for the applied filter changes color to indicate that the filter is active.
The report redisplays, including only the data for the values you specified in the
filter. For example:

Getting started
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l In a table report, the filter eliminates rows from the table.

l In a consolidated bar chart, the filter eliminates data from the metric
calculations.

3. If multiple filters are available, optionally apply additional filters to further limit
the displayed results.

4. To cancel a filter, click the filter icon and select Clear.

Top-level nodes
The tree contains the following top-level nodes.

Table 3  Top-level nodes

Icon/Node name Description

 Home

Summary of serious infrastructure alerts.

 Dashboards

Predefined global summary reports. Global means that metrics are
rolled up from the asset-specific SolutionPacks.

 Explore

Predefined global detailed reports about storage systems, capacity,
connectivity, hosts, and services.

 Operations

Predefined global reports that help manage the infrastructure
efficiently and identify possible trouble points.

 Planning

Predefined global trend and forecast reports.

 Report
Library

Asset-specific reports provided by the SolutionPacks. Most
SolutionPacks organize reports using the same set of sub-nodes:
Summary, Inventory, Capacity (if it applies), Performance, and
Operations.

 My Reports

Nodes for the personal reports.

l Favorite Reports contains reports that you bookmarked as
favorites. When you access the Favorite report, the system
regenerates the report, displaying up-to-date results.

l Scheduled Reports contains reports that you scheduled for
automatic runs. You can edit the scheduling information in this
node.

l Stored Reports contains point-in-time snapshots of report
results that you saved. When you access the stored report, the
system does not regenerate the report.

l Search Results contains results of the last search.

l My Reports sub-node provides a workspace to edit reports and
test changes before you make the reports available to other users.

If you are using a fresh installation, this second-level My Reports
node does not appear until you create or edit and save a report.

Getting started
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Report Library categories
In the Report Library, each SolutionPack organizes reports under the same consistent
categories.

Figure 4 SolutionPack reporting categories

Table 4 Descriptions of SolutionPack reporting categories

Name Description

Summary Summary reports show information about each discovered device or
other configuration item (CI) in the SolutionPack category. Two
summary-level views are available:

l Card View—Shows summary-level information in a card format,
with each CI represented as a separate card. This format shows
the key items of interest for the CI. You can see trouble spots at a
glance. For more details about a particular CI, click the CI name
that appears as the card title.

l Table View—Shows the information in a tabular format, with
each CI represented as a row in the table. This format can show
more data (as columns) about each CI. For more details about a
particular CI, click the CI name that appears in the first column.

Inventory Each SolutionPack defines objects to inventory that are appropriate to
the asset type. Each SolutionPack uses terminology appropriate to its
asset type.

Capacity (if it
applies)

The capacity reports on the first tab correspond to the global capacity
reports, and the data on them is rolled into the global data. Additional
asset-specific capacity tabs might exist.

Performance Each SolutionPack collects performance metrics appropriate to the
asset type. Performance includes attributes such as availability,
throughput, bandwidth, CPU usage, memory, status, and speed. For
many asset types, performance is presented using tables and baseline
graphs:

l Table report—Performance attributes are columns in the table.
Column contents show the current value and a mini-graph of the

Getting started
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Table 4 Descriptions of SolutionPack reporting categories (continued)

Name Description

current value over time. To display the baseline reports for the
asset, click a row in the table.

Note

To remain on the summary-level Performance tab, ensure not to
click the links in the first column, which goes to the CI's home
page.

l Baseline reports—A baseline report contains the following
information:

n The colored line shows the current value of the metric.

n The gray line shows the average over the past 4 weeks.

n The gray area shows the range of all values over the last 4
weeks.

Operations The Operations category includes:

l Alerts

l Situations to Watch

l Compliance breaches

l Inactive Devices and Components—Devices and components
whose metrics have not been collected within a system-wide
configured time are considered inactive.

The alerts, breaches, and inactive devices data in the SolutionPack
reports also appear in the global reports. The Situations to Watch
reports are often asset-specific.

Make icon navigation column static
For the icon navigation style, use the pin to toggle the second column between
temporary and static states.

In its default state, the second column disappears when you select a report. You can
pin the second column so it remains visible and the report pane moves to the right to
accommodate it.

Procedure

1. Click the pin at the top of the icon navigation bar.

Getting started
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2. Click the pin again to return the second column to a temporary display.

Set email, password, and preferences
To associate an email address to the user account, change the password, or to set
navigation preferences, use the Profile icon in the banner.

Procedure

1. In the banner area, click Profile > View Profile.

2. On the User Data tab, complete the Email Address field.

Although this field is optional, it is recommended. The system needs an email
address for certain features, such as the Tools > Email me this report feature.

3. To change the password, go to Change Password tab, which is optional.

Note

It is possible that you are sharing an account with other users. Dell EMC SRM
permits multiple user sessions to open simultaneously with the same account.

4. Click Preferences tab.

This tab contains navigation and report handling options for the user account.

Getting started
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5. Click Help (question mark) icons next to each field for an explanation of the
field.

6. Optionally, change the default settings.

7. To save the changes, click Save.

Get more information
There are additional resources for understanding the Dell EMC SRM reports and
reporting interface.

The Dell EMC SRM Documentation Index at https://community.emc.com/docs/
DOC-64008 contains links to more information for installing, configuring, and using
Dell EMC SRM.

For more information about the features in the Console interface, see the Dell EMC
SRM Web Portal Guide or open the Help system. These two resources contain the
same content.

Getting started
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CHAPTER 3

Reporting Features and User Customizations

The following topics describe basic reporting features. Also included are
customizations available to users without editing the report definitions.

l Displaying and canceling reports........................................................................ 34
l Generate and save reports ................................................................................ 34
l Use links in reports to get more detail................................................................35
l Filter, sort, and hide columns in table reports ....................................................38
l Hide and rearrange columns in table reports...................................................... 40
l Change reporting period ................................................................................... 40
l Schedule reports for automatic runs and storage/delivery options ....................41
l Scenario: Create a personal dashboard of favorite reports................................ 45
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Displaying and canceling reports
When you browse to a report on the Console, the system starts generating that report
using the most recently collected data. If you browse away from the page to another
report, the system cancels the first report and starts generating the new report.

Here are some important points to remember about displaying reports.

Data collection occurs in scheduled intervals

There might be many data collectors in the system, each gathering data from
different components in the infrastructure. Each collector is configured with a
collection interval. Depending on how the administrators configured the various
collectors, you might see that some infrastructure activity reflected in reports
within 15 minutes, and others not for a day or more.

One report per user session at a time

The Console actively generates one report per user session at a time. If you
browse to another report while the first one is still generating, the first report is
canceled, and the new one starts. If you are waiting for a long-running report to
generate, do not click around examining other reports expecting the original
report to finish running in the background.

Scheduled reports generate in the background

Scheduled reports do not affect the "one report per user session" rule. If you
consistently depend on reports that take a long time to generate, you can put
those reports on an automatic schedule, and view them in their completed state
whenever you need them. Use Tools > Schedule this Report . You can request
that the report be emailed or stored on a remote system. You can request that
the report be emailed, stored on a remote system, or stored for Console viewing
under My Reports > Stored Reports.

Reports in Stored Reports are snapshots, and are not regenerated

When you browse to a report in the My Reports > Stored Reports node, the
snapshot of data from the stored date/time redisplays. The report is not
regenerated. You can store a snapshot using Tools > Store this Report, or
schedule the report as mentioned earlier.

Generate and save reports
Dell EMC SRM provides easy-to-generate default reports and many convenient
options for sharing, saving, and scheduling reports.

To generate any report, click the report title in the Console's report tree. The report is
dynamically generated and appears on the Console, where you can examine it,
customize it if needed, and perform any of the following options from the Export or
Tools menu.

Export results

Supported export formats include PDF, Excel, comma-separated values (CSV),
XML, and various graphic outputs.

Schedule automatic report runs

The scheduling interface lets you schedule automatic report runs at designated
times. You can configure the disposition of the report results.
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Email report results

You can email any generated report to yourself. In addition, you can set up a list
of recipients for scheduled report results.

Favorite a report

The Favorites node near the top of the report tree provides convenient access to
reports that you use frequently.

Store a report snapshot

You can store a point-in-time copy of report results. The snapshot is accessible
from the Stored Reports node near the top of the report tree.

Use links in reports to get more detail
Reports contain links that lets you retrieve more detail. Learn how to recognize the
links and understand where they lead you.

Here is a summary of the types of links that are in the reports.

Note

To expose the links, hover the cursor over parts of a report.

Underline on configuration item indicates link to home report

An underline appearing when you hover the cursor over a configuration item in a
report indicates a link to a detailed storage system report for that item.

More details about a table row are displayed below a table

In some tables, click a row to show more details below the table. The original table
conveniently remains in view, letting you click each row in it and see the details
change per row.

Question mark (?) indicates link to history for a metric

A question mark (?) appearing when you hover the cursor over a metric indicates
a link to a historical trending report for the metric in a table cell.

Underline on report title indicates link to full-size report and supporting details

On dashboards and mixed reports, the report titles are links to the full-size report.
The full-size report typically includes a table of supporting details below the
report.

The following procedure illustrates these link types and shows how to recognize them
in a report.

Procedure

1. Click Report Library > solutionpack_name > Summary  > Table View.

The SolutionPack discovers all the configuration items and these items are
listed in the table.

For example, here is a Summary table for Report Library > Dell EMC VMAX >
Summary > Table View.
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2. Hover the cursor over items in the summary report to discover active links.

In the report above, the Array column contains active links to the home reports
for each discovered array.

3. To access the array's home report, click a link.

4. Use the browser's Back button to return to a previous report.

5. Click Report Library > solutionpack_name > Inventory.

Here is an Inventory report for Report Library > Dell EMC VMAX > Inventory.

SolutionPack tracks the objects and these objects are shown in the Inventory
report tabs. In this case, there are enough tabs to require a scrolling tab bar.
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6. To explore the reports, click a tab.

a. To discover active links, hover the cursor over items in the report.

b. In many Inventory reports, click a row to show additional details.

For example, in the following Dell EMC VMAX > Inventory > Directors
report, click a row to see supporting details for each Array/Director
combination. Those details appear below the first table.

7. Click Report Library > solutionpack_name > Capacity, or click Dashboards >
Storage > Enterprise Capacity.

Either of it displays a Capacity Dashboard showing multiple capacity reports.

On dashboards and mixed reports, the report titles are links to supporting
details. Click the report title.
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The full-size report appears, with the supporting details below it.

Filter, sort, and hide columns in table reports
The filter feature shows only rows that match a specified column value.

For example, you are searching for free storage in thin pools. The Storage Pools
report includes this information, in addition to many other metrics that do not interest
you for the current problem, and it shows information for all pool types. You can apply
a filter for thin pools only, sort to float the thin pools with the most free space to the
top of the report, and temporarily hide columns.
Procedure

1. Go to Explore  > Storage  > Storage Pools.

2. To filter the rows for Thin Pools:

a. In the Pool Type column header, click the filter icon:

b. Type T in the pop-up dialog box, and then select the value Thin Pool from
the list that appears.
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Note

Alternatively, type the entire filter value (Thin Pool) in the pop-up dialog
box.

c. Press Enter.

The report redisplays with content only for Thin Pools.

Note

To cancel a filter, click the cancel filtering phrase in the report header area.

3. To sort the report so that the Thin Pools with the highest Pool Free values
appear first, click the column header for Pool Free (GB) two times.

The first sort rearranges rows in ascending order, and the second sort reverses
the order. Now the Thin Pool with the most available space is the first row in
the table.

4. To temporarily remove columns from view:

a. Hover the cursor over the upper right corner of the table and click the
Customize Table Columns icon.

b. In the Table Customization dialog box, choose which columns to hide.

c. Click Save.

5. To save the custom report, use options in the Exports or Tools menus.
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Hide and rearrange columns in table reports
The Customize Table Columns icon lets you customize each report.

Procedure

1. Hover the cursor over the upper right corner of any table report and click the
Customize Table Columns icon.

2. On the dialog box that appears, for each column, you can choose to display,
hide, or hide when empty.

3. To rearrange column order, drag a row to a new location.

4. To specify the column or columns to use as the basis for sorting the table
entries, drag a row to the right column.

5. To save the changes so they persist for future login sessions, click Save and
Apply. To apply the changes for the current session only, click Apply.

Change reporting period
The reporting period controls the time span that is covered in a Dell EMC SRM report.

The Dell EMC SRM reports include default reporting periods, but any user can quickly
change the reporting period on the Console. You can set a report to show metrics for
a 15 minute time span, a yearly time span, or many other options in between. You can
specify a maintenance period to exclude from the report.

The report scheduling features let you set up a report for a one-time run in the future
or on a recurring schedule. Various options exist for how and where to save the report
and the format to use, such as PDF, EXCEL, or XML.

Saving display settings
Changes to Display settings normally apply to the current report and current session
only. Use the following methods to make the changes more permanent.

l Click Tools > Store this Report. All of the changes are stored as a report under
My Reports > Stored Reports. This version of the report persists across sessions,
but is visible only in the user account.

l To save the changes as the default display for all users, use Modifications > Edit
Reports. On the Report Configuration tab, look for the following fields to change
the reporting periods:

n Default Duration

n Sampling Period

n Sampling Type
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Schedule reports for automatic runs and storage/delivery
options

Receive consistent and comparable metrics, in the format of choice, by configuring a
report to run automatically on a recurring schedule. Choose how you want to view and
store the results.

On any report in the Console, click Tools  > Schedule this Report to access the
report scheduling tabs shown here:

Figure 5 Report scheduling tabs

Scheduling tab

Configure hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly recurring schedules. Configure
the times and days to run the report. An Advanced option lets you define a
recurring schedule using a valid Cron expression. Cron is an operating system job
scheduler utility.

Storage

To store the report results on the Console, in My ReportsStored Reports node,
click the checkbox.

Email

Configure a list of email addresses to receive the results, as an email attachment,
whenever the report runs. Specify one or multiple report formats.

Remote Transfer

Choose a report format and configure remote file transfer information to send the
report results to another system. For configuration instructions, click New

Remote Location and then click the  icon next to the URL field.

Alert

Configure the system alert managers that should receive report results.

Available formats for email and remote transfer include PDF, CSV, XML, and EXCEL.
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Schedule a weekly report run and email the results
Dell EMC SRM lets users schedule reports for automatic runs at specified frequencies
or at specific points in time. The scheduled reports are configured for a specific
disposition, such as an email that sends a PDF of the results to a list of recipients.

You are asked to supply an SLA capacity report for a weekly operations review
meeting. You can use the Scheduled Report feature to automatically create this report
each week and email the results to the colleagues.

Procedure

1. Log in to the Console and select the following report: Dashboards > Storage >
Enterprise Capacity Dashboards > Usable Capacity by Service Level.

The generated results appear in the report pane.

2. Click Tools > Schedule This Report.

The New Scheduled Report dialogue opens.

3. Click the Scheduling tab and configure the report to run every Monday at 12:30
PM, as follows:

a. Verify that the first field is set to Every week.

b. Click the arrow in the second field, clear the selection Sunday, and select
Monday.

c. Click the arrow in the third field, clear the selection 00, and select 12.

d. Click the arrow in the fourth field, clear the selection 00, and select 30.

e. To enable automatic runs of the report according to the schedule, click the
Active box. If you do not click this box, the schedule is saved but in a
disabled state.

The Scheduling tab now looks like the one shown in the figure:

4. Click the Email tab and configure the email that you want to generate
automatically whenever the report runs.

a. In Recipients, type one or more valid email addresses, which are separated
by commas only (no spaces).

b. In Subject, type the subject to appear in the generated email.

c. In Message, type the message to appear in the generated email.
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d. In Formats, click the drop-down list and select one or more formats for the
report attachments.

The Email tab now looks like the one shown in the figure:

5. Optionally click each blue bar for each of the selected formats to choose
configuration settings specific to the format.

6. Save the report using one of the following actions:

Option Description

Save Saves the report as it is defined.

Save modified
report

Saves the report according to any changes you made to
it using the Display menu.

Review, delete, change, or run scheduled reports
All of the scheduled reports are available in the My Reports node of the Console.

Procedure

1. Click My Reports > Scheduled Reports > Tools icon.
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The Scheduled Reports list appears.

2. Right-click a row in the list to see available management actions.

3. Choose an action.

Option Description

Edit Opens the tabbed Schedule a Report dialog box. You can
change any information on any of the tabs. For example, if you
forgot to set up the email information when you scheduled the
report, you can access the Email tab here.

Enable If the status is Disabled, enables automatic report runs.
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Option Description

Disable Disables automatic reports runs but does not remove the report
from the list or change any of its configured scheduling
information.

Launch
now

Runs the report immediately, with the disposition of results as
configured for automatic runs.

Delete Deletes the report and all of its scheduling information from the
Scheduled Reports list.

Scenario: Create a personal dashboard of favorite reports
Use some of the customization features to combine existing reports into a personal
dashboard, change time spans and sampling types, and make customizations visible to
other users.

The pin feature lets you pin existing reports onto a new customized report. You can
rearrange the pinned elements.

Use the My Reports node in the navigation column as a workspace for creating
customized mixed reports. When the customized report is stable, you can make it
visible to other users by placing it in a new location in the report tree.

If you have privileges for EDIT MODE, you can change items such as the style of the
report graphs, the frequency of samples that are shown, and the range of data to
include.

Note

Be careful with EDIT MODE. Changes that you make in EDIT MODE are saved in the
original report. The changes apply to all views of the report, whether the report is
viewed from its original location in the report tree or pinned as an element in a
customized report.

You can export and schedule the customized dashboards the same as you would for
original reports.

Create customized capacity report by pinning existing reports
Use the pin feature to combine existing reports into a single customized dashboard
report, which is known as a personal view.

Suppose that IT funds recently became available, and the executive in charge of
infrastructure is requesting a capacity report to help determine where the funds can
best be directed. The executive would like to see capacity information for the entire
infrastructure, including Dell EMC VMAX arrays, Dell EMC VNX file systems, Dell EMC
Isilon clusters, NetApp Filer, Cisco Nexus SAN infrastructure, and VMware vCenter
datastores and hosts.

To create the report, you find the desired information that is contained within existing
reports and “pin” each report to a customized report. In this way, you can collect data
about all storage-related elements in the environment and present the information in a
single customized report.

You decide to start with the Service Level Capacity report. You follow that with
reports that show capacity by storage type (block and file).
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Procedure

1. Log in to the Console and browse to the Explore > Storage Capacity > Service
Level Capacity report.

The report results appear on the Console.

2. Place the cursor over the area above the upper right corner of the report until a
small menu of icons appears.

The icons are visible only when the cursor is placed in the correct area, as
shown here:

3. Click the pin icon.

4. On the small menu that appears, click New Personal View.

5. On the dialog box that appears, type a name for the customized report, such as
Infrastructure Capacity Report, and click OK.

The customized report appears with the pinned element. Notice that only a
portion of the pinned element is showing. You will fix that in the next step.

6. Place the cursor over the area above the upper right corner of the pinned
element until a set of small icons appears.

The icon menu applies only to the current report element, as shown here:

7. Click the Make this element wider icon.

The Service Level Capacity element expands to its full width. Also, a phrase
appears at the top of the report indicating that the layout has changed.

8. To save the changed element width, click save in the phrase at the top of the
report.
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9. Browse to additional reports, and pin them to this same personal view.

When personal views exist, the Pin icon presents you with a list of their names.

Rearrange elements
Now you can view the new report, edit it, and rearrange pinned elements.

Procedure

1. Log in to the Console and browse to My Reports > My Reports >
your_view_name.

2. To rearrange elements:

a. Click and hold the Move icon that is associated with one of the elements.

b. Drag to the desired new location, aligning it over the element currently in the
desired position.

When you release the drag, the two elements switch positions.

c. Click save at the top of the report.

Note

If you are making multiple changes to the report, you can wait to perform
this step. However, be sure to click save before navigating away from the
report.

3. To change the number of elements that can appear adjacent to each other in
the report:

a. Click EDIT MODE at the top of the report.

The edit fields appear on the Console.

b. In the Display Mode field, choose to display two reports per line.

c. Click Save.
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Add reports from the Report Library
Customized dashboards can include SolutionPack reports from the Report Library.

To satisfy the manager's request for a complete view of infrastructure capacity, you
also need asset-specific details from SolutionPacks. You want capacity reports for
VMAX arrays, VNX file system, Isilon clusters, NetApp Filer, SAN infrastructure, and
VMware vCenter datastores and hosts.

Procedure

1. Log in to the Console and browse to Report Library > EMC VMAX > Capacity.

2. Locate the correct report and pin it to the customized report in the same
manner as before.

3. Browse to additional SolutionPack nodes, locate the correct reports under their
Capacity nodes, and pin them as before.

4. Click save at the top of the report.

5. Verify the layout of the custom report, make desired changes, and click save if
needed.

The custom report is ready to share with other users.
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PART 2

Manage Storage with Dell EMC SRM

Use Dell EMC SRM reports to manage the enterprise storage.

Chapter 4, "Find Storage"

Chapter 5, "Monitor Storage"

Chapter 6, "Manage Object Storage"

Chapter 7, "Research Storage Infrastructure"

Chapter 8, "Forecast Future Capacity Needs"
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CHAPTER 4

Find Storage

The following topics show how to use Dell EMC SRM to find available space in the
storage infrastructure.

l Global view of storage assets.............................................................................52
l View underlying details of global dashboards..................................................... 53
l Find available storage.........................................................................................54
l Find available free space in a specific service level ............................................56
l Reclaim storage space....................................................................................... 57
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Global view of storage assets
The global capacity dashboards present a high-level view of the enterprise storage
and a way to drill into the underlying details.

The Dashboards  > Storage reports answer questions such as, “what did I buy?”,
“how did that become usable storage?”, “how much of the storage have I used?”,
“how did I use it?”, “how much do I have left?”, and other similar questions about the
storage infrastructure.

Four dashboards summarize the storage assets by type of storage: Enterprise (Block),
File, Virtual, and Object.

Note

See the notes at the top of each Dashboard for the storage systems that are
supported in that global view.

Here is the File Capacity Dashboard report.
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View underlying details of global dashboards
On dashboards and mixed reports, the report titles are links to supporting details.

Procedure

1. Click the report title.
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The full-size report appears.

2. Scroll down to see the supporting details below it.

Find available storage
Dell EMC SRM can help you analyze how much raw storage is in the enterprise, how
much of the total raw storage remains unconfigured, and how much unconfigured
storage is available on specific arrays and disks.

If you have a request for 10 TB of RAID1 storage (20 TB raw storage) and you must
find an array that can accommodate this storage requirement.
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Procedure

1. To obtain a quick overview of enterprise-wide available capacity, go to
Dashboards > Storage > Enterprise Capacity Dashboard.

The first report on the dashboard is the Raw Capacity Usage report.

On the Unconfigured bar, you see that about 46 TB of unconfigured storage
are available.

2. To find the underlying details comprising the 46 TB, click the title of the Raw
Capacity Usage report.

The full-sized Raw Capacity Usage report appears, with details below it.

3. Scroll down to the Details report.

In the Unconfigured column, you see that either of the listed arrays could
satisfy the requested 20 TB. You choose the larger one.

4. To research that array, click the link in the Serial Number or Storage System
Alias column.
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The link opens the home page for the array.

5. Click the Capacity tab on the array page, and then click the Raw Capacity
Usage title.

6. Scroll down to the Raw Capacity Usage Details, and click the Unconfigured
tab.

Here you see a list of all unconfigured disk space in the array.

Results

From the dashboard report, you quickly determined that the current environment
could handle a new request for storage without a problem. Using the supporting
details, you identified the array that could accommodate the request, and then
researched the available disks for building the pools.

Find available free space in a specific service level
Use the SLA reports to determine how to satisfy a new request for more storage
space.

For example, you receive a request to provide 1 TB of Platinum storage for a new
application deployment. The Service Level Capacity report and its supporting details
can quickly show you whether the requested storage is available.

Procedure

1. Go to Explore > Storage Capacity > Service Level Capacity.

2. Click the Platinum row.

3. To determine which arrays can satisfy 1 TB storage requirement you must
review the Free (GB) column.
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You see that one array currently contains enough free space to meet that
requirement.

Reclaim storage space
Dell EMC SRM can help identify underutilized or orphaned capacity in the enterprise
storage infrastructure.

The global reports under Operations > Potential Savings provide starting points for
storage reclamation investigations. With the knowledge gained from these reports,
you can consider reallocating space to improve the storage utilization rate of the
storage you already own, and potentially avoid new purchases.

Procedure

1. Click Operations > Potential Savings > report_name.

The available reports are:

l Allocated LUNs with no I/O

l LUNs That May Be Overtiered

l Oversized FileSystems

l Primary LUNs not Masked or not Mapped

2. To use masking and mapping to investigate LUNs to reclaim:

a. Go to Operations > Potential Savings > Primary LUNs not Masked or not
Mapped.

l LUNs that are masked to hosts but not mapped are mis-configured and
are good candidates for reclamation.

l LUNs that are mapped but not masked to any hosts might be in the
middle of configuration, or might be candidates for reclamation.

b. To sort the report by the values in the Is Masked and Is Mapped columns,
click the column header.

Sort a column in ascending order and the other in descending order, which
displays the desired conditions at the top or end of the table.

To sort, hover the cursor over the upper right corner of the table and click
Customize Table icon that appears.
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With a sorted report, you can quickly identify LUNs that are candidates for
reclamation.

3. To investigate file system space that is not being used, go to Operations >
Potential Savings > Oversized FileSystems.

This report identifies file systems over a certain size that have not been used
during a stated time. Unused file systems are candidates for archiving or
reclamation.
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CHAPTER 5

Monitor Storage

The following topics describe how to use Dell EMC SRM reports to help monitor and
manage enterprise storage.

l Situations to watch reports................................................................................60
l Manage Service Level Agreements.................................................................... 63
l Monitor and research storage pools ..................................................................65
l Monitor NAS pools for capacity issues...............................................................66
l Monitor health of storage infrastructure by hosts..............................................67
l Analyze characteristics of used storage............................................................. 70
l Research storage by business unit, customer, or location...................................71
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Situations to watch reports
Situations to watch reports identify conditions that could potentially become
problems. These reports monitor the storage infrastructure and point out items that
should be investigated.

These reports deal with storage infrastructure problems instead of system health
conditions. Situations include running out of storage space, high traffic volume,
service level problems, and backup problems.

The situations to watch reports that appear in the navigation tree correspond to the
types of SolutionPacks that are installed in the infrastructure. For example:

l The NAS file system Almost Full report is available if a SolutionPack that supports
NAS file systems is installed.

l The Storage Group Almost Full report is available if the SolutionPack for EMC
VMAX is installed.

l The Compliance Breach report is available if the SolutionPack for Storage
Compliance is installed.

Global situations to watch dashboard
The Situations to Watch dashboard rolls up identified problems into a single summary
view that can immediately draw attention to developing problems. It provides quick
access to supporting details and the information that is needed for problem resolution.

The dashboard consists of summary-level cards that highlight potentially developing
trouble spots with red values. Typically, you want to see all zeros across the report.

The major features of this dashboard are:

l A red value indicates a problem.

l The card title describes the storage problem being monitored.

l You can drill into the details of reported problems by clicking a card title.
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Note

When a card reports zero problems, the supporting details report is empty.

l The cards that appear on the dashboard correspond to the types of SolutionPacks
that are installed in the infrastructure.

Procedure

1. Click Dashboards > Operations > Situations to Watch.

2. To see that supporting details click a card title.

For example, here is the full report for LUNs With Service Level Violations. It
lists the 10 critical and 4 marginal LUNs reported on the summary card.

3. for more information, two options are available:

a. To view supporting details, click a row (avoiding any links in the row). In the
example, the supporting details show a response time problem for the LUN.

b. Click a link in a row, which takes you to the home page of the item. In the
example, the Array column contains links.

Global situations to watch reports
You can access any of the global situations to watch reports directly from the
Operations icon in the navigation bar.

Procedure

1. Click Operations > Situations to Watch > report_name.
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2. Examine the description at the top of a report to understand the conditions that
cause an item to appear in the report.

Note

Remember, these reports are empty under ideal conditions in a healthy
infrastructure.
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SolutionPack-specific situation to watch reports
Some SolutionPacks provide additional situation to watch reports specific to the type
of item that the SolutionPack discovers.

The SolutionPack-specific reports consistently appear in Report Library >
SolutionPack_name > Operations > Situations to Watch.

Table 5 Examples of SolutionPack-specific situation to watch reports

SolutionPack
Name

Report examples under Operations > Situations to Watch

SolutionPack for
VMAX

Storage Groups with Replication Gaps, Storage Groups with SLO
Violations, and Ports Not On

SolutionPack for
ViPR Controller

Tenants Near Quota

SolutionPack for
Amazon S3

Top 5 Buckets by Size, Top 5 Buckets by Object Count, Top 5 Regions
by Size

SolutionPack for
Cisco MDS/Nexus

Port Errors, Top Port Utilization

Manage Service Level Agreements
Out-of-the-box global reports classify storage into defined service levels to help
support Service Level Agreements (SLAs).

Monitor SLA capacity
Dell EMC SRM tracks capacity and usage for service level storage.

ViPR SRM identifies when service levels are approaching defined thresholds. From the
summary level report, you can investigate down to the contributing arrays, and decide
where to add more capacity.

Procedure

1. Go to Explore > Storage Capacity > Service Level Capacity.
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2. If any service level capacity seems underused or overused, review the % Used
column to determine.

3. To investigate the arrays underlying any service level, click the row, and scroll
down to view details for the row.

Here you can see all of the contributing arrays to the Gold service level.

4. To investigate an individual array, click a link in the Array column.

View or change SLA characteristics
SLAs are implemented by enriching collected data based on rules that are specified in
the Dell EMC SRM Groups Management interface.

To view the storage characteristics of a LUN service level, go to Administration >
Centralized Management > Groups Management > Service Level by LUNs, and
click View All Rules.

Authorized administrators can use this interface to change the rules, add new service
level names, and delete service level names.

For more information, see the Dell EMC SRM Data Enrichment and Chargeback Guide
available at https://community.emc.com/docs/DOC-64008.
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Monitor and research storage pools
The Explore and Situations to Watch reports provide easy monitoring points for
storage pools.

Procedure

1. To see summary metrics for storage pools, go to Explore > Storage Capacity >
Storage Pools .

The report shows consolidated pool utilization percentages and available
capacity. From this report, you can drill into individual pool details, including
contributors and subscriptions.

2. For details about a pool, click its row, avoiding the first column.

Note

The first column consists of links to the array's home report. For now, click
anywhere except in the first column.

3. Click Subscriptions.

4. Scroll up to the first report and click the link in the Array column to go to the
array home report.

5. Click Components > Pools.

6. Click a pool row.
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On this page, you can explore volumes in the pool and pool capacity details.

7. To monitor all pools for capacity, go to Operations > Situations to Watch >
Storage Pools Almost Full.

Monitor NAS pools for capacity issues
Use Dell EMC SRM to monitor and manage NAS pools before they run out of space.

The NAS File Systems report displays details about all NAS pools and their free and
used capacity. The report includes a % Used column, which is useful for identifying
the following issues:

l Pools that are approaching capacity.

l Pools that are underused, with potential sources of free space.

With this knowledge, you can reassign space and prevent potential problems.

Procedure

1. Use the following Situations to Watch reports for quick identification of NAS
arrays needing attention:

l Operations > Situations to Watch > NAS Filesystems Almost Full

l Operations > Situations to Watch > NAS Quotas Almost Full

2. For details of all NAS arrays, go to Explore  > Storage Capacity > NAS File
Systems.
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3. Examine the File System Utilization column to identify developing issues.

The report uses warning and error symbols to indicate pools that are
approaching capacity.

4. To locate potential sources of free space, examine the Free (GB) column (not
shown in the figure).

Monitor health of storage infrastructure by hosts
Use the Dashboards > Hosts reports to monitor the storage initiators (hosts) in the
infrastructure and recognize potentially developing storage problems from the host
perspective.

The host dashboards provide a high-level view of the storage infrastructure attached
to initiators. From any dashboard, you can drill into supporting details of the
dashboard summary. In addition, click a hostname in any dashboard or report to go to
the host's home page where you can find all details about the host's attached storage.

The following table describes some of the information you can research using the host
dashboards.

Table 6 Host dashboards

Report Path Use cases

Dashboards > Hosts >

Inventory
Shows what kind of hosts, operating systems,
virtualization, and multipathing are deployed in the
environment. Examine from a dashboard to list the
specific item names in a category.

Dashboards > Hosts >

Capacity
Identifies:

l Hosts that are at risk of exhausting their capacity

l Hosts that have large unutilized capacity

l Supporting details for disk and file system usage by
host
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Table 6 Host dashboards (continued)

Report Path Use cases

Dashboards > Hosts >

Operations
Identifies hosts that are under stress. Stress situations
include high utilization rates for CPU, memory, network
traffic, file systems, and disks.

The following procedure illustrates example use cases.

Procedure

1. To identify storage system hosts running the Solaris 10 operating system:

a. Go to Dashboards > Hosts > Inventory.

b. Examine the Distribution by OS chart to see if Solaris hosts are present.

c. Click the Solaris bar to see those hostnames and their OS version.

2. To identify hosts that are close to capacity or are under-using their attached
storage:

a. Go to Dashboards > Hosts > Capacity.
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b. If any of the item cards below the bar chart are reporting problems, click the
title.

For example, in the above dashboard, click # Hosts with Low VolumeGroup
Utilization < 30% to identify the two hosts.

The supporting details are displayed.
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c. To see the underutilized volume group names attached to a host, click the
row in the upper table.

Note

Avoid clicking in the Host column, which jumps to the host's home page.

3. To identify hosts under stress:

a. Go to Dashboards > Hosts > Operations.

If any stressed hosts are found, they are listed in the Top 10 report.

b. To see the reason behind the stress, click a hostname in the Top 10 report.

A summary report shows the stress conditions for the host.

Analyze characteristics of used storage
The capacity dashboards show the characteristics of currently used storage, including
the purpose behind storage usage.

For example, Dell EMC SRM can answer questions such as:

l How much storage is used for primary storage? How much is used for local and
remote replica? How much for system overhead?

l Which arrays supply the most primary storage (that is, storage directly used by
applications)?

Procedure

1. Go to Dashboards > Storage > Enterprise Capacity.

2. Locate the Used Capacity by Purpose graph.
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3. Click the title of the report to display it full-size.

l Metrics are now fully in view.

l The report header includes definitions of each purpose category.

4. Scroll down to the Details report.

This report shows supporting details for each purpose category, by array name.

5. To drill into a specific array, click the links in the Serial Number and Storage
System Alias columns.

The links take you to the array home report.

Results

The Dashboard reports provide valuable statistics about overall usage characteristics.
Each dashboard is supported with underlying details and links to home reports of
arrays.

Research storage by business unit, customer, or location
Dell EMC SRM can classify storage usage by business unit, customer, or location.

Before you begin

Filters for business unit, customer, and location appear on many global reports.
However, these properties are optional, and must be populated using Dell EMC SRM
data enrichment features.
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Note

If the installation does not populate these properties, you cannot use this feature. The
filters remain empty.

Procedure

1. Go to any report that shows the groups filters in the header of the report.

2. Click a filter.

The list contains only the values that apply to the data in the current report. For
example, on a file system report, the location filter would list only the locations
that use file systems that appear in the report.

3. To filter the report by the values in the list select the values, and click Apply.
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The report redisplays with a filtered set of rows. Also, the color of the filter icon
changes to indicate that a filter is active.

4. To cancel the filter, click the filter again and click Cancel.

Results

If the installation populates the business unit, customer, or location properties, you
can generate reports for specific values of those properties. Combinations are also
supported, such as three locations, or locations within business units.
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CHAPTER 6

Manage Object Storage

The following topics describe object storage reporting in Dell EMC SRM.

l Object storage reporting features...................................................................... 76
l Research available object storage capacity........................................................ 76
l Research objects................................................................................................79
l Monitor object storage health............................................................................80
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Object storage reporting features
Use Dell EMC SRM to view object storage capacity, object counts, and object usage
trends and to monitor the health and performance of object arrays.

Dell EMC SRM supports the following reporting features for object storage:

l The consolidated Dashboards > Storage > Object Capacity Dashboard shows
summarized available, free, and used object capacity across object storage arrays
defined on Dell EMC Atmos, Dell EMC Centera, and Dell EMC ECS .

l A consolidated Explore > Storage Capacity > Object Storage report lists Atmos,
Centera, and Dell EMC ECS object arrays and shows array details such as usage,
free storage, object counts, and replication statistics.

l The Explore > Storage Capacity > Object Pools report lists existing object pools,
percentage that is used in each pool, projected time until full, and trends.

l The Operations > Chargeback > Object Chargeback shows chargeback by ECS
namespaces and chargeback by Object Service Levels (in ECS storage). The
Chargeback by Tenant report is also available, and shows ECS tenant chargeback
data. For more information about these reports, see the ViPR SRM Data
Enrichment and Chargeback Guide.

l The Report Library contains detailed health and storage capacity reports for the
respective storage assets (Atmos, Centera, or Dell EMC ECS storage).

l In Administration > Config  > Chargeback & Service Levels  > Service Level by
bucket, you can edit rules for service levels that are related specifically to Dell
EMC ECS arrays.

Research available object storage capacity
Dell EMC SRM can help you decide about the allocating object storage.

Assume that you have a request for 1 TB of object storage from a new customer. You
believe that the current collection of arrays on various devices is adequate. To provide
solid confirmation, you use Dell EMC SRM to analyze object storage availability in the
environment and research usage trends on existing object arrays.

Procedure

1. Go to Dashboards > Storage > Object Capacity Dashboard.
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2. Click Configured Usable Capacity (the title of the first graph).

You see at a glance that the environment contains more than 3 TB of configured
and available object storage.
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3. Examine the Details report below the graph to see the arrays that contain the
free object storage.
The Array Type column shows that the enterprise has object arrays that are
defined on ECS and Atmos devices. Looking in the Free column, you see that
the requirement for 1 TB might be satisfied on either ECS array.

4. Click the links in the Array column to research conditions for each array:

a. Click the vdc1 link.

b. On the vdc1 home report, explore attributes of the array.
For example, go to Components > Storage Pools.
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c. This array has one defined storage pool, with the Used Trend, %Used, and
Days Until Full columns indicating low current usage.

d. Return to the dashboard report, and click the link for the vdc2 array to
research it.

Results

After researching both arrays, you can make an informed decision about which one to
use for the new customer request.

Research objects
The SolutionPacks report on object counts, object size, and object usage.

Procedure

1. For objects inDell EMC ECS namespaces, go to Operations  > Chargeback >
Object Chargeback.

2. For objects in buckets, click a row in the report.

3. For objects in Centera clusters, go to Report Library > Dell EMC Centera >
Inventory > Nodes.
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4. For objects in Atmos clouds, go to Report Library > Dell EMC Atmos >
Inventory  > Tenant or Sub-tenant.

Monitor object storage health
Dell EMC SRM presents consolidated performance and alert reports for all devices, in
addition to the report sets included in each SolutionPack. These reports help you
recognize and address potential performance backlogs before they present as real
problems.

Procedure

1. Go to Operations > Alerts > High Impact Alerts.

All device types are monitored for this and other reports under Operations.

2. To investigate an alert:

l Click the alert row for more information about the alert.

l To go to the device's home page, click the device name in the Device
column.

3. To monitor the health of Dell EMC ECS systems by nodes within the virtual data
centers:

a. Go to Report Library > Dell EMC ECS > Operations > Situations to Watch.

The Degraded or Bad Nodes tab shows an overall view of health for each
node.
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b. To discover which disks are bad, use the Degraded or Bad Disks tab.

c. To see potential space issues use the Namespaces Near Quota and
Buckets Near Quota tabs.

d. Drill further into identified problems from the Report Library > Dell EMC
ECS > Inventory tab.

4. To monitor health of Centera clusters:

a. To monitor arrays and pools go to Report Library > Dell EMC Centera >
Operations > Situations to Watch .

b. Browse to Inventory  > Nodes , and review the Free and Faulted capacity
columns.

c. To proactively monitor read and write bandwidth, use the Performance tab.

5. To monitor Atmos health:

a. Go to Report Library > Dell EMC Atmos > Performance > Cloud to view
latency and throughput metrics.

b. Go to Report Library > Dell EMC Atmos > Inventory.

c. Use the Inventory tabs to explore various aspects of health.

For example, the RMG tab shows availability and other performance metrics
by Resource Management Group (RMG) within a cloud.
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CHAPTER 7

Research Storage Infrastructure

The following topics show how to find information about the storage infrastructure in
Dell EMC SRM reports.

l Provisioning support.......................................................................................... 84
l Analyze performance......................................................................................... 84
l Switches, ports, and WWNs.............................................................................. 86
l Fabrics and zones...............................................................................................87
l Research storage from host perspective............................................................88
l End-to-end connection information................................................................... 89
l Topology reports................................................................................................ 91
l About hosts and host discovery......................................................................... 96
l Passive host discovery from zone names or Device Manager.............................98
l Passive host discovery from host containers .................................................... 99
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Provisioning support
Dell EMC SRM can help you make informed decisions when provisioning storage.

Table 7 Reports that support provisioning

Report Use case description

Operations > Workload
Distribution > Array Port
Details

For VNX and VMAX provisioning, research the number
of hosts that are currently connected to each port.

Planning > Forecast Capacity >

forecast_report
See past usage trends and future projected capacity
for:

l File Systems

l LUNs

l Storage Pools

l Storage Systems

l Service Levels

Explore > Storage Capacity >

capacity_report
Research available capacity per storage array by type
of storage or by service level.

Analyze performance
The Dell EMC SRM performance reports can help research the source of problems in
your storage infrastructure.

On any configuration item's home page, the Performance tab displays a set of charts
and reports appropriate to the type of item.

l For hosts, performance includes availability, memory utilization, and CPU
utilization.

l For arrays, performance includes availability, I/O response times, throughput, and
network metrics. It might also include compliance to service level objectives
(SLO).

Reading baseline reports
Baseline reports show performance information about a single metric over a 24-hour
period. The baseline helps you understand whether the current value of the metric is
normal or a deviation that indicates a problem.

The following example baseline shows current and baseline values over time for a read
throughput metric.
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A baseline report contains the following information:

l Blue line—Shows the value of the metric over the last 24 hours.

l Gray line—Shows the average of the metric over the past 4 weeks, for the same
day of the week and hours represented by the blue line.

l Shaded gray area—Shows the range of all values that are collected over the last 4
weeks for the same day of the week and hours represented by the blue line.

A baseline report needs more than 1 week of data before it can display the gray line
representing the baseline average. When less than 1 week's values are available, only
the blue line showing values for the last 24 hours appears on the report. A baseline is
fully functional when 4 or more weeks of data are available.

Baselines are particularly useful for interpreting performance metrics. The baseline
lets you compare the current value of a metric to the average value over time. A
deviation from the average stands out visually, drawing the attention of the user. You
can also notice trends in the performance over time.

Using a baseline in troubleshooting
The baseline reports can help identify or eliminate a storage system as the source of a
reported problem.

Before you begin

You need 4 weeks of collected data before a baseline report is fully functional.

Dell EMC SRM provides baseline reports at the storage system level. These reports
can answer the following types of questions:

l Is the current performance for this storage system generally equal to the average
performance over the past month?

l Is this storage system the root cause of a slow application reported by a user?

l Is a large spike or depression in performance worrisome, or is it within the range of
performance observed over the past month?

Suppose that end users begin to experience unusually slow response times for a
particular application. The system administrator believes that the storage
infrastructure is causing the slowdown.
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As a storage administrator, you might use the following procedure to research the
issue.

Procedure

1. Assuming that you know the host initiator that is associated with the
application, go to the Explore > Hosts Connected to Array report.

2. Use the Connected Hosts column to identify the storage systems that are
connected to the host.

Investigate these storage systems.

3. For each storage system identified:

a. Click the storage system link in the Serial Number column.

b. On the storage system's home page, click the Performance tab.

c. Scan the performance reports for abnormalities in response time and
throughput.

The baseline report type helps in this step. The baseline makes it easy to
identify whether current metrics are significantly different from the average.

4. When a suspect storage system is identified, use the Component tab to
investigate the performance of associated LUNs, pools, file systems, and so on.

Most of those individual items have performance sub-tabs associated with
them.

Note

Only the storage system level uses baseline reports; other items show the
current 24-hour performance metrics.

Switches, ports, and WWNs
Dell EMC SRM reports on discovered Brocade and Cisco MDS/Nexus switches,
showing performance, availability, port numbers, and WWN names.

Procedure

1. For summary information about discovered switches, go to Explore > Storage
Connectivity > Switches.
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2. To research more about a specific switch and its ports:

a. Click a switch name in the first column.

The home report for the switch opens.

b. Click the Storage Connectivity tab.

The report shows summary information about each port, including WWNs
and port status.

c. Click the Components tab, and then the FC Ports sub-tab.

This report shows connection status and statistics, by port.

Fabrics and zones
Dell EMC SRM reports show discovered switch fabrics with zoning information.

Procedure

1. Go to Explore > Storage Connectivity > Fabrics.

The report lists all discovered fabrics.

2. Click a fabric name.

3. Click Storage Connectivity > Zoning.
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This report shows zone set names, zone names, and member IDs within a fabric.

Research storage from host perspective
You can research storage systems and HBAs attached to a host.

Dell EMC SRM collects information about discovered hosts. The following table
provides guidelines for researching storage infrastructure details for a specific host.

Table 8 Host details

Report Use cases

Explore > Storage > Hosts
Connected to Arrays

To research the arrays that are connected to

discovered hosts. (Sort the report by the Host
column.)

Explore > Hosts > All Hosts > All
Hosts HBAs

To research the Host Bus Adapters that are installed
on physical hosts and hypervisors, including drivers,
firmware version, and port WWN.

Explore > Hosts > All Hosts > All
Hosts

To see a list of all discovered hosts in the

infrastructure. To go to a <host_home_page>
click a row in this report.

Report Library > VMware
VCenter > Inventory > Clusters >

VMware Host Clusters Summary

To research the following VMware cluster
information:

l How many disks are connected to a VMware
cluster

l Disk workload (trend of IOPS over time) on a
VMware cluster

l Disk capacity per cluster
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Table 8 Host details (continued)

Report Use cases

Report Library > EMC VMAX >

<host_name> > Storage
Connectivity > Directors

To research hosts connected to a Director.

Procedure

1. To see a list of all hosts, go to Explore > Hosts > All Hosts > All Hosts.

2. Click a host row.

3. Click Components on the host's home page.

4. To research aspects of storage that are associated with this host click the sub-
tabs.

For example, file system details are shown in the previous step.

5. To see HBA information on this host click Storage Connectivity >
Connectivity.

6. To see details about arrays and virtual storage that are associated to this host
click Storage Connectivity > Path Details.

End-to-end connection information
You can research connection paths from an array to an initiator using reports in the
storage array home report pages.

The Storage Connectivity tab on a storage array's home report provides information
about connections to initiators and switches.
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Procedure

1. Go to Explore > Storage > Storage Systems.

2. In the row for the storage system of interest, click the link in the Array column.

The link opens the home page for the storage system.

3. Click the Storage Connectivity tab.

The sub-tabs under Storage Connectivity differs depending on the type of
storage system.
Here is a typical set of information for block storage.
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Here is similar information for a file storage system.

Topology reports
A topology report displays a graphical representation of the configuration items in the
infrastructure and how they are linked together.

Topology reports depend on successful discovery of configuration items. Only
discovered configuration items appear in the report.

A topology report consists of connected nodes. A node represents a configuration
item.

l To analyze the home report or other available details for that node below the
topology map, click a node icon.

l To expand the topology to show more detail, click the + symbol on a node icon.

l To contract an expanded node, click the - symbol in the lower-left corner.

l To display a tooltip, hover the cursor over any node or port symbol. Tooltips show
details such as model names, utilization metrics, or port numbers.

End-to-end host topology maps
The topology map on a host home page is a graphical representation of the host and
discovered connections. An end-to-end topology map shows a host and its HBAs, the
connected SANs and fabrics, and then the associated storage arrays.

Before you begin

An end-to-end topology map requires successful discoveries of all configuration items,
including host discovery.

Procedure

1. Go to Explore > Hosts, and click a hostname in the first column.

2. On the host's home report, examine the topology map.
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The initial map shows a summary view of connections to the host.

3. To see a view of HBA ports click the + icon inside the host symbol.

4. To expose the switch and its ports and chassis, click the + icon next to a fabric
symbol.
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5. To collapse portions of the topology, click the - icon for a component.

In the previous image, the - icon for the fabric is circled.

6. To see its front end ports click the + icon in the storage system's icon.

Icons in topology reports
The icons in a topology report identify parts of the storage infrastructure.

Table 9 Icons in topology reports

Icon Description

Application

Host Cluster
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Table 9 Icons in topology reports (continued)

Icon Description

Host or ESX

VM

Data store

NAS Gateway

Network Adapter or VPLEX® Director

Port

Fabric (SAN)

Switch

Object Storage Array

Block Array

EMC Block Array

Unified Storage

EMC Unified Storage

Virtual Storage

EMC Virtual Storage or VPLEX® Cluster

NetApp Cluster

NetApp SVM
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Table 9 Icons in topology reports (continued)

Icon Description

Array Adapter

Data Mover

Array port or VPLEX® port

VPLEX® Cluster Group

Router

VLAN

IP Network

Hierarchical Group

Critical or Major symbols on infrastructure icons
A Critical or Major symbol in the upper right corner of an infrastructure icon indicates
that alerts are associated with that item.

Table 10 Critical or Major symbols on infrastructure icons

Icon Description

Active alerts of Critical severity

Active alerts of Major severity

For example, the storage array that is shown has Major alerts that are associated with
it.

A tooltip shows the number of alerts.
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About hosts and host discovery
A host is one of the endpoints in a storage infrastructure. Other endpoints are the
storage arrays. There are multiple ways to discover hosts in the storage infrastructure.

Types of host
The Explore > Hosts reporting node lists the types of hosts as defined in Dell EMC
SRM reporting:

The term Physical Host refers to a self-contained physical host computer server
(that is, not a VM, Hypervisor, or Hypervisor Cluster). A Physical Host might have a
Windows or a UNIX/Linux OS.

Host discovery
The Dell EMC SRM discovery feature finds information about configuration items in
the storage infrastructure. Items are typically discovered when the corresponding
SolutionPack is installed, and new items that are discovered at any time as they are
added to the infrastructure.

A host must be discovered (using any method) before it appears in the end-to-end
topology reports. Host discovery is also required for the host to be included in reports
under Explore > Hosts and block chargeback reporting.

The Hypervisors, Virtual Machines, and Hypervisor Clusters are discovered as
described in their associated SolutionPacks.

For Physical Hosts, there are several possible discovery methods.

Types of Physical Host discovery
The following table summarizes the discovery methods that apply to Physical Hosts.

Table 11 Physical host discovery methods

Discovery Mechanism OS SolutionPack

Active

Agentless Windows/
UNIX

SolutionPack for Physical Hosts
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Table 11 Physical host discovery methods (continued)

Discovery Mechanism OS SolutionPack

Agent Based Windows SolutionPack for Dell EMC Host
Interface SolutionPack for
Physical Hosts (Reports)

Agent Based UNIX SolutionPack for Physical Hosts
(Reports)

Passive

Passive Host Discovery, using zoning
information from discovered Brocade or
Cisco switches, or from the Hitachi
Device Manager

All SolutionPack for Brocade FC
Switch SolutionPack for Cisco
MDS/Nexus SolutionPack for
Hitachi Device Manager

Host Containers, using user-provided
information

All None

About Active Physical Host discovery methods

The active discovery methods are either agentless or use an agent. They discover
internal information about the host, including its memory, CPUs, HBAs and
related WWNs, using agents or by polling.

Here is a summary of reporting features for a Physical Host when the host is
discovered using an active discovery method:

l End-to-end topology reporting (if the SANs and arrays are fully discovered)

l Block chargeback reporting (if the SolutionPack for Block Chargeback is
installed)

l Capacity reporting by host

l Performance and availability metrics for the host, including alerts that are
triggered for filesystems and disks that are running out of allocated space

About Passive Physical Host discovery methods

Passive discovery is useful if you want end-to-end topology and chargeback
reporting but do not want to actively poll the host or run an agent on the host.

Passive discovery finds hosts from information that is known by the SANs or from
WWN information that you provide. The passive discovery methods find the host
HBAs but not other internals of the host. For this reason, the passive discovery
methods support only a subset of physical host reporting features when
compared to the active discovery methods.

Here is a summary of reporting features that are supported for a Physical Host
when the host is discovered using a passive method:

l End-to-end topology reporting (if the SANs and arrays are fully discovered)

l Block chargeback reporting (if the SolutionPack for Block Chargeback is
installed)

l Capacity reporting by host

For more information about Physical Host discovery
Information about passive discovery of Physical Hosts follows.
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The following additional information is located in the EMC ViPR SRM SolutionPack
guide, available at https://community.emc.com/docs/DOC-64008.

l Information about each active method of Physical Host discovery is included in the
SolutionPack chapter, which is listed in the table.

l The table in Discovery Center chapter, lists the specific features that Physical
Host discovery method includes. It is at the end of the guide, in the "Physical Host
Discovery Options" section.

Passive host discovery from zone names or Device Manager
Passive host discovery is a feature that intelligently guesses hosts from SAN zoning
records or from a Device Manager.

Passive discovery is useful if you want end-to-end topology and chargeback reporting
but do not want to actively poll the host or run an agent on the host.

SAN zoning discovery yields hostnames, IP address, and HBA port WWN values from
zoning records. Discover hosts using passive discovery, to recognize their SAN
attached hosts. After hosts are resolved, storage administrators can obtain additional
credentials from server administrators to completely discover hosts.

Note

Passive discovery through Brocade and Cisco SolutionPacks is disabled by default.

Enable passive host discovery
You can enable passive host discovery during initial SolutionPack installation or by
reconfiguring the SolutionPack. To reconfigure a previously installed SolutionPack,
use these guidelines:

l For the SolutionPack for Brocade FC Switch, reconfigure the SMI Data Collection
block.

l For the SolutionPack for Cisco MDS/Nexus, edit the Generic-SNMP independent
SolutionPackBlock instance.

Regardless of how you type in the dialog box, you have the following options for
passive host discovery:

Enable passive host discovery

Choose this option.

Enable DNS Resolution

This option is enabled by default. When enabled, Dell EMC SRM resolves the IP
address by using the DNS lookup handler. To avoid using the DNS lookup feature
uncheck this option.

Customize zone naming patterns

This option allows you to customize the zone naming patterns. By default, this
option is disabled.

Dell EMC SRM uses default zone naming patterns. If the default patterns do not
meet the needs, enable this option to add, delete, or modify the default zone
naming patterns and host positions in zones.

The default zone naming patterns in Dell EMC SRM are:

l z_%h%
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l z_%h%_*

l z_%h%_*_*

l %h%_*

Passive host discovery from host containers
Discover a physical host by manually providing the host IP and associated WWNs.

The following procedure describes how to discover one host and all of its associated
WWNs.

If needed, you can use the Export, Import, and Export Template buttons on the Host
configuration dialog box to configure a large number of entries.

Note

Back up the current configurations by archiving a copy of the exported file.

Procedure

1. Go to Administration  > Discovery > Discovery Center > Manage Discovery.

2. Search for Host configuration.

3. On the Collected Devices tab, click Add new device.

4. For Server, choose a collector.

5. For Instance, it must be Generic-RSC.

6. For Hostname or IP address, type the hostname.

Do not use an IP address here for Host Containers.

7. For Specify the discovery mode, choose Host Containers.

8. For Host IP address, optionally type a value.

9. For Host Port WWN, type one or more WWNs associated with the HBAs on this
host.

Separate multiple WWNs using a semi-colon.

10. Click Validate and Add.
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CHAPTER 8

Forecast Future Capacity Needs

The following topics describe the capacity forecasting features in Dell EMC SRM.

l Forecasting concepts....................................................................................... 102
l Forecast graph reports..................................................................................... 103
l Forecast table reports...................................................................................... 104
l Use a forecast report to plan future storage requirements .............................. 104
l What-If Scenario Reports.................................................................................106
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Forecasting concepts
The forecast reports can help to plan when more storage capacity is required.

These reports forecast future storage needs based on recent usage trends. If the
history is available, up to the past 3 months of usage metrics are used in the forecast.
Based on the available past usage, a line is plotted to predict future usage. You can
read the projection line on the forecast graphs. From this projection, reports show
data from this projection, number of days until an object reaches certain thresholds.
You can use the ProjectNumber of Days Until values as a measure of when to plan for
new storage.

Forecast graphs

Show the line of projected usage for the next 3 months plotted against the usage
metrics from the past 3 months. The graphs also show whether the projected
usage crosses thresholds of 70%, 80%, or 90% used capacity during the next 3
months.

Forecast reports

Show data that is obtained from the projection, such as used capacity
percentages projected for the next 30 days and how many days until the 70%
threshold is reached.

Forecasts are available for the following levels in the infrastructure:

l By storage system—when a storage system runs out of capacity

l By storage pools—when a storage pool runs out of capacity

l By service level, by LUN, or by file system—when a service level, LUN, or file
system runs out of capacity

The forecast reports use the following thresholds as data points for reporting

21. Dead zone at 90%, where features start to immobilize, also, maybe you do not care
about 70% but consider how fast the 90% occurs. Planning should be based on %
used but also days until % used. You could be at 70% today which is not worrisome
but fast consumption on a small storage pool could make 90% happen in just a few
days.

So, use the report to see # of days until full, and graph to see dates and projection
rate

The reaction to impending capacity problems might include:

l Reassign storage. Use forecasts to identify candidates with high free capacity and
low usage history.

l Reclaim storage. Use the reports in Operations > Potential Savings to identify
candidates for reclamation.

l Purchase additional storage. To plan the amount of additional capacity use the
capacity information in the forecast reports.

Interpreting forecast data
Meaningful forecasting requires the following:

l Enough data to predict meaningful usage trends.

l Enough lead time to react to the forecast, purchase, install, and configure storage.

Capacity planning should consider the following data points. All of data points are
available from the Dell EMC SRM forecasting reports and graphs.
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l Percentage that is used—The 70% or 80% thresholds are common indicators that
some action is required. The 90% threshold is generally considered too late for
action, with many arrays turning off features at that point. For example, the
XtremeIO array type may turn off snapshots at a certain used capacity threshold.

l Rate of usage—For example, a storage pool could be only 60% full today, but the
current rate of consumption indicates that it reaches 80% within a month.

l Capacity size—Relying solely on percentages can be misleading. A small storage
pool that is 70% full might be easily fixed by reclaiming storage elsewhere,
whereas a large storage pool that is 70% full might require disk purchases.

Forecast graph reports
The forecast graphs use algorithms to project future usage that is based on past
trends.

The X-axis on a forecast graph shows 6 months of dates: the past 3 months and the
next 3 months.

The Y-axis represents the percentage of capacity used.

Each graph contains the following lines.

Table 12 Lines on a forecasting graph

Line Description

Red dashed
straight line

The 90% usage threshold, placed at the 90% value of the total capacity of
the reported object

Orange dashed
line

The 80% usage threshold, placed at the 80% value of the total capacity of
the reported object

Yellow dashed
line

The 70% usage threshold, placed at the 70% value of the total capacity of
the reported object

Dark blue line The collected usage metrics for the past 3 months. This line shows available
data if the entire three months of data are not available.

Note

A flat line indicates no usage. Either the object is not used or no recent
growth has occurred.

Light blue
straight line

The calculated projection line for the next 3 months of usage that is based
on the collected usage from the past 3 months. Interesting data points
occur when the projection crosses the thresholds.
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Table 12 Lines on a forecasting graph (continued)

Line Description

Note

If this line does not appear, there is not enough collected data to calculate a
projection.

Reading the graph, you can see that this storage pool is (in mid-June) about 50%
capacity, and it is projected to be 100% full in early September.

Forecast table reports
The forecast table reports show capacity details and selected data that is inferred
from the projections.

Reading the first row in the table:

l The storage pool has 87GB of free capacity currently available.

l The pool is about 51% used.

l The usage trend from the past 3 months leads to a projection of 70% full in 18
days

There is a hidden column available that shows the projection for number of days until
90% full. To expose a hidden column, hover the cursor over the upper left corner of
the table and click the Customize Table Columns icon.

For more details, click the row to display the forecast graph for that row.

Use a forecast report to plan future storage requirements
This scenario shows how to use a Forecast Capacity report to identify upcoming
capacity needs and evaluate when and whether to purchase additional storage.

The following procedure examines future capacity requirements of storage pools using
the Forecast Capacity > Storage Pools report. You can use the same process to
analyze at a more detailed level by choosing a forecasting report for Service Levels,
LUNs, or File Systems. To plan at a higher level, choose the Forecast Capacity >
Storage Systems report.
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Procedure

1. Go to Forecast Capacity > Storage Pools.

The report is sorted in descending order by the Projected Usage Next 30 Days
(%) column. Therefore, you know at a glance that only one storage pool is
projected to be over 70% used within the next 30 days.

2. To decide whether 70% full is worrisome, examine the Will Reach 70% in
column to see the projected number of days until reaching the 70% used
threshold.

You see that you have 18 days before the 70% threshold is reached.

3. You want to discover the projection for reaching the 80% full and 90% full
thresholds. Click the row in the table.

The forecast graph for that row is displayed below the table.

Note

Avoid clicking in the first column, which jumps to the Storage Pool's home
report.

4. To read exact data points, hover the cursor over the projected usage line.

The tooltip shows that the projected 100% used date is 2017/09/03.

5. To see the number of days (other than a date) for the 90% threshold, unhide
the Will Reach 90% in column in the table report:
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a. Hover the cursor over the top right corner of the report.

b. Click Customize Table Columns.

c. In the dialog box, locate the Will Reach 90% in column.

d. Choose Display the column from the drop-down list.

e. Click Apply or Apply and Save.

Note

Apply and Save preserves the settings across the user sessions, otherwise
the changes apply only to the current session.

Results

With the knowledge gained from forecasts, you can plan how to obtain more storage
for this pool before consumption becomes an issue. You can consider reassigning
storage, reclaiming storage, and purchasing additional storage.

What-If Scenario Reports

You can create scenarios to simulate changes regarding configuration, pool capacity,
or total cost and plan the changes as required. After you create scenarios, you can
view the reports in What-if Scenarios section. To view the reports, go to Planning >
What-if Scenariosand select the planning type.

You can generate scenario reports for the following plannings:

l TCO Analysis

l Compliance Configuration Planning

l Pool Capacity Planning

TCO Analysis

Using this report, you can compare total cost and savings of an existing storage array
or an alternative new array being considered. It provides a complete analysis of capital
costs, floor space, power and cooling, and management cost savings based on the
service levels and capacities of the proposal.

Note

The ECS Estimated Cost is computed using the values in the ECS Capacity Rates in
Groups Management.

To view the TCO Analysis, go to Planning > What-if Scenarios > TCO Analysis. The
report lists all the scenarios that you have created.
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Figure 6 TCO Analysis Report

Click any row to view the detailed report about the scenario below the list.
Figure 7 Scenario Details

Compliance Configuration Planning

Using Compliance Configuration Planning, you can create scenarios to simulate
configuration changes. By running the scenarios, you can verify the breaches that may
occur if there is any change in the existing configuration. To view the Configuration
Planning breaches, go to Planning > Whatif Scenario > Compliance Configuration
Planning.
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Figure 8 Compliance Configuration Planning Report

Click any scenario row to view its breaches and impacted devices below the scenarios
list. The Breaches tab shows the list of the breaches for the corresponding scenario.
The Impacted Devices tab shows all the devices that the scenario impacts.

To view the details about a breach, click the breach row. The breach details page
shows details about the breach, such as recommendation, message, notes.
Figure 9 Breach Details
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for more information about Compliance Configuration Planning, refer EMC ViPR SRM
Compliance Guide.

Pool Capacity Planning

Pool Capacity Planning report helps storage administrators to simulate changes in pool
utilization and plan for the changes.

Note

Pool Capacity Planning report is not supported for EMC Isilon and NAS Pools.

To view this report, go to Planning > What-if Scenarios > Pool Capacity Planning.
The report lists all the array pools.
Figure 10 Pool Capacity Planning report

Click any array row to view the Subscription Trend and Capacity Reservations report
below the array list.
Figure 11 Subscription Trend and Capacity Reservations report

Create a Scenario
You can create a scenario from an existing scenario.

Procedure

1. Go to Administration > CONFIG > Compliance > Configuration Planning.

2. Select the scenario from which you want to create a scenario.
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3. Click Copy.

The new scenario appears in the list with the name Original_Scenario_Name -
copy.

4. Select the Original_Scenario_Name - copy scenario and click Edit.

5. Make changes to the scenario according to the requirement.

6. To save the Scenario click Save or to save and validate the rules, click Save
and Run.
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PART 3

Integration with ViPR Controller

Chapter 9, "Launch ViPR Controller from Dell EMC SRM"

Chapter 10, "Monitor Storage Managed by ViPR Controller"
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CHAPTER 9

Launch ViPR Controller from Dell EMC SRM

The following topics describe the launch points from Dell EMC SRM into ViPR
Controller.

l ViPR Controller launch features........................................................................ 114
l Launch requirements.........................................................................................114
l Launch ViPR Controller Dashboard ...................................................................114
l Launch ViPR Controller in context ....................................................................116
l Additional launch points.....................................................................................118
l Accept and install certificates .......................................................................... 118
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ViPR Controller launch features
Dell EMC SRM supports direct access to ViPR Controller from the Dell EMC SRM
Console. Context-sensitive launching choices place you at correct location in the ViPR
Controller user interface for the task you want to perform.

Administrators who are monitoring or researching enterprise storage resources in Dell
EMC SRM often perform administrative tasks in ViPR Controller. For example, they
might need to address capacity issues, such as adding volumes or pools to existing
arrays. Or, they might be researching alerts or performance issues and want to access
the ViPR Controller system logs for a specific virtual data center or a specific volume,
pool, or device.

ViPR Controller launching features include:

l Cached log in to the ViPR Controller Dashboard.
This feature uses cookies to remember the recent log in credentials. When the
cookies expire, the next launch request requires you to log in again. The security
settings might require you to accept and install security certificates the first time
you launch ViPR Controller.

l Ability to open ViPR Controller to the main Dashboard page or further down in the
hierarchy of pages.

l Context appropriate right-click menu options on ViPR Controller objects in Dell
EMC SRM Report Library reports and on selected global reports.

l Full access to all ViPR Controller activities, consistent with the login permissions.

Launch requirements
These requirements apply to all of the ViPR Controller launch points in the Dell EMC
SRM reports.

l You must have valid ViPR Controller login credentials, in addition to valid Dell EMC
SRM login credentials.

l The SolutionPack for Dell EMC ViPR Controller must be installed and configured
and the ViPR Controller servers must be discovered.

l There must be at least one virtual data center defined in ViPR Controller.

l The pop-up blocker must be disabled on the Dell EMC SRM browser instance.

l ViPR Controller security certificates must be accepted and installed for each ViPR
Controller server.

Launch ViPR Controller Dashboard
You can open the ViPR Controller Dashboard from any SolutionPack for Dell EMC
ViPR Controller report.

Right-click any ViPR Controller object in any report to see the Launch ViPR
Controller option. Objects that you can right-click include virtual blocks, arrays,
filesystems, disks, services, virtual pools, and so on.

The following procedure shows the launch from a virtual data center name in Dell EMC
SRM.
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Procedure

1. Go to Report Library > Dell EMC ViPR Controller > Summary.

2. In the Virtual Data Center column, right-click a virtual data center name, and
choose Launch ViPR Controller.

Depending on the previous activity with ViPR Controller, one of the following
occurs:

l The ViPR Controller login window appears. Use the ViPR Controller login
credentials.

l The ViPR Controller Dashboard appears. If you recently logged in to ViPR
Controller and cookies are enabled, the ViPR Controller login window is
bypassed until the cookie expires.

l The browser opens a certificates warning page. Depending on the security
settings, you might be prompted to accept certificates for the ViPR
Controller server connections when logging in for the first time.

l If none of the above occurs, check the pop-up blocker. It must be off for the
Dell EMC SRM browser instance.

3. If needed, accept and install certificates and log in to ViPR Controller.

Follow standard procedures for accepting and installing certificates for the web
browser. For guidelines using the Internet Explorer browser, see Accept and
install certificates.

Note

A ViPR Controller installation might involve several servers. If so, accept and
install certificates several times, once for each of the servers in the ViPR
Controller installation.

After you successfully install certificates and log in to ViPR Controller, the
Dashboard opens.
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4. Perform actions in ViPR Controller.

You can perform actions according to the permissions granted to the ViPR
Controller credentials.
Results of the actions are visible in Dell EMC SRM after the ViPR Controller
collector has completed a new collection.

Launch ViPR Controller in context
You can open ViPR Controller to a page appropriate to a specific ViPR Controller
object.

Launch points occur in most reports. To open ViPR Controller to a specific object, go
first to the report for that object type, and locate the row containing the object value
that you want. For example, to edit storage ports in ViPR Controller, start from a
storage port report in ViPR SRM. To edit a volume, start from a volume report.

Some objects with context-specific launch points include but are not limited to:

l Virtual Arrays

l Virtual Pools

l Block Volumes

l File Systems

l Hosts

l Storage Ports

l Clusters

l Tenants

l Projects

l Application Tags

The following procedure shows examples of context-sensitive launch points.
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Procedure

1. Go to Report Library > Dell EMC ViPR Controller > Summary.

2. To go to its home report page, click a virtual data center name.

3. Click the Components tab, and then the Block Volume sub-tab.

4. Right-click a row.

5. Choose an option.

For example, if you have permission to access the page, choose View Volume
in ViPR Controller. ViPR Controller opens to the page for the volume.

If the ViPR Controller login credentials do not allow access, you see a message
similar to the following:

Launch ViPR Controller from Dell EMC SRM
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Additional launch points
Launch points to the ViPR SRM Services Catalog and to the System Logs are
provided.

You can launch ViPR Controller to the Services Catalog page from several

Procedure

1. To launch ViPR Controller to the System Logs page:

a. Go to Report Library > EMC ViPR Controller > Summary.

b. Right-click a row in the Summary report.

c. Choose View Logs in ViPR Controller.

2. To launch ViPR Controller to the Services Catalog page:

a. From Report Library > EMC ViPR Controller > Summary, click a virtual
data center in the Summary table.

b. Click the Block Volumes or File Systems tab.

c. Click View Storage Services Catalog in ViPR Controller.

Accept and install certificates
Learn how to install security certificates using Internet Explorer.

Depending on the security settings, you may be prompted to accept certificates for
the ViPR Controller servers when trying to launch ViPR Controller for the first time.
Permanently accept the certificates. For Internet Explorer, use the following
procedure.

Procedure

1. To try to launch ViPR Controller, right-click a ViPR Controller object in Report
Library and then choose Launch ViPR.

The browser displays the following message:

There is a problem with this website's security certificate
2. Select Continue to this website (not recommended).

3. Click Certificate Error at the right of the address bar and select View
certificates.

4. Click Install Certificate and then in the wizard, click Next.

5. Select Place all certificates in the following store.

6. Click Browse, select Trusted Root Certification Authorities, and then click
OK.

7. Click Finish.
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8. When prompted if you want to install the certificate, click Yes.

9. Repeat the entire procedure if the browser displays the message in Step 1
again.

Note

If the ViPR Controller installation includes multiple servers, the browser
prompts you to accept and install certificates for each server.
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CHAPTER 10

Monitor Storage Managed by ViPR Controller

The following topics describe ViPR Controller reporting in Dell EMC SRM.

l ViPR Controller terminology............................................................................. 122
l Research a virtual data center.......................................................................... 122
l Research commodity data stores managed by ViPR Controller.........................124
l Research ViPR Controller system health ..........................................................124
l Research tenant and project storage usage details...........................................125
l Generate tenant chargeback reports................................................................ 127
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ViPR Controller terminology
This section defines the concepts of ViPR Controller software-defined storage and
ViPR Controller virtual data center storage.

Software-defined storage
Software-defined storage identifies an array type (storage system type). In the Dell
EMC SRM enterprise-wide reports, the array type "Software-defined" refers to arrays
that are defined using ViPR Controller and consist of the following storage assets:

l Commodity hardware assets, such as approved HP server models with direct-
attached disks, which are connected to ViPR Controller nodes and managed as a
virtual storage pool in ViPR Controller.

l ECS commodity hardware assets that are connected to an Dell EMC ECS
appliance and managed as a virtual storage pool in ViPR Controller.

l Storage assets that are coordinated by the Dell EMC Scale I/O solution and
managed by ViPR Controller.

Data store
Commodity storage that is connected to ViPR Controller nodes and managed by ViPR
Controller software is represented as virtual pools. Using the ViPR Controller user
interface, an administrator assigns the virtual pool space into data stores. Data stores
can be assigned to virtual arrays. Commodity storage that is connected to Dell EMC
ECS also uses the data store concept.

ViPR Controller virtual data center
A ViPR Controller virtual data center combines arrays from many types of storage
systems. For example, a virtual data center might include a combination of file, block,
and object arrays defined on devices such as Isilon, VNX, and Centera, and perhaps
ViPR Controller software-defined arrays backed by commodity hardware.

The SolutionPack for Dell EMC ViPR Controller discovers virtual data centers that the
ViPR Controller defines. Using the Dell EMC SRM reports, you can drill into the
underlying storage systems that comprise each virtual data center.

Start with the Report Library > EMC ViPR Controller  > Summary report, which lists
the discovered virtual data centers.

ViPR Controller system nodes
A ViPR Controller system installation might consist of one or multiple servers. Dell
EMC SRM can monitor and report on the health of the ViPR Controller hosts.

Research a virtual data center
You can identify a virtual data center in the global reports, and then explore the
underlying details in the Report Library report.

Procedure

1. Go to Explore > Storage > Storage Systems.

2. Identify a ViPR Controller virtual data center as follows:

l The Model column is ViPR.

l The Storage System Type column contains Software Defined.
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Note

Software Defined can identify data stores that either ViPR Controller or Dell
EMC ECS systems manage.

l The Storage System Alias is the user-provided alias that is assigned to the
virtual data center when it was created.

The highlighted row in the following report shows a ViPR Controller virtual
storage system.

3. Click the row.

The storage system's home report appears.

4. Click Components.
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Notice the various sub-tabs that provide many ways to explore the components
that comprise the virtual data center.

Research commodity data stores managed by ViPR
Controller

You can see information about commodity virtual pools that are defined on ViPR
Controller, and browse down to see the commodity hardware that underlies the virtual
pool and its data stores.

Procedure

1. On the storage system home report, click Components > Virtual Pools.

This report shows all of the virtual pools in the virtual data center. One of those
pools might be the automatically created pool for ViPR Controller commodity
storage space.

2. Select the row that has the description This vpool is used to create
the data stores.
The resulting page shows the details about the virtual pool. You can analyze
more detail from here.

Research ViPR Controller system health
Reports in the Dell EMC SRM report library show the health of the ViPR Controller
software nodes, services running on the nodes, and physical disk performance.

Procedure

1. Go to Report Library > Dell EMC ViPR Controller > Operations > Health
Dashboard > ViPR Nodes.

This report lists all virtual data centers and the ViPR Controller nodes that
control them. You can see that the node supporting the lgloj093 virtual data
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center has a history of 100% availability but memory usage is approaching
thresholds.

2. To drill into more detail about a node, click the row.

Information about that node and a tabbed report appears below the summary
report.

3. Click Services to research resources consumed by ViPR Controller services.

4. Right-click objects in these reports to view node health in ViPR Controller.

Research tenant and project storage usage details
You can view per-project and per-tenant storage usage statistics, storage capacity,
and details of each block and file storage system used, with virtual arrays and pools
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identified. For projects or tenants that are assigned quotas in ViPR Controller, quota
statistics are shown.

Procedure

1. Go to Report Library > Dell EMC ViPR Controller > Inventory.

2. Click the Projects tab.

3. In the table of projects, click a project row, and scroll down to view details
about that project.

4. Use the sub-tabs under the project name to explore additional details, such as
Provisioned Capacity, Capacity by Virtual Pool, Quota Utilization, Application
Tags, Block Volumes, and File Systems.

Note

The Quota Utilization tab appears only when the project was assigned a quota
in ViPR Controller.

For example, here is a Quota Utilization report. If enough usage data exists to
create a projection of usage trends, the last column shows a forecast for the
number of days until full.

5. To explore by tenant, return to the top of the page, and click the Tenant tab.
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6. In the table of tenants, click a tenant row, and scroll down to view details about
that tenant.

Generate tenant chargeback reports
Chargeback reports show accumulated storage usage and costs by tenant, project,
and application tags.

The ViPR Controller chargeback reports are located in the global report area, along
with other chargeback reports. Go to Operations  > Chargeback > Chargeback by
Tenant.

The Chargeback by Tenant report shows the SolutionPack for Block Chargeback
generated block chargeback data. For more information, see the ViPR SRM Data
Enrichment and Chargeback Guide.
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